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Presentation at Google Cloud Summit

Latest Orders

High regard, great honour and interest in the cloud-based platform
Achenbach OPTILInK® for digital
system networking of complete production units: André Barten presented Achenbach OPTILInK® to developers and companies from all over
the world on the occasion of the
Google Cloud Summit in Munich.
Main topic of this summit were the
latest developments in the fields of
‘Big Data’, ‘Internet of Things’,

n 6-high Aluminium Strip Rolling
Mill for Impexmetal, Poland
n 6 Foil Rolling Mills for Shenhuo
Aluminium, China

‘Industry 4.0’, ‘Machine learning’
and ‘Predictive Maintenance’.
Please contact or visit us in October
at our booth during ALUMInIUM
2018 in Düsseldorf: In addition to our
latest developments you will learn a
lot about the concrete benefits of our
new cloud based OPTILInK® platform.

n Compact Foil Production (CFP)Miniplant for aluminium foil
production for Jupiter Foils,
India
n Modernization of a Copper and
Brass Thin Strip Rolling Mill at
KME, Germany
n Separator for Dare Global, China

Trendsetting Slitter
A demanding Achenbach HeavySlit
for soft and thin strip aluminium
foils has been successfully commissioned at Laminazione Sottile, Caserta, Italy. It produces roughing
material for the automotive and the

piping industry. It were the unique
technology components that convinced Laminazione Sottile to decide
in favour of Achenbach OPTIFOIL®
machinery for the first time.

We are your Partner

Production expansion: Foil rolling mills # 7 - 9
By the third expansion stage,
Xiamen Xiashun Aluminium, China,
topped up their production unit with
three Achenbach OPTIMILL® rolling
mills. These include one Achenbach
OPTIMILL® roughing mill, one intermediate and one finishing rolling mill

with one Achenbach SUPERSTACK® II
micro filtration system each. The
investment into a large Achenbach
AIRPURE® system for exhaust air
purification underlines Xiashun’s
high importance of environmental
protection.

Customers’ benefit: Achenbach inhouse preassembly

Thanks to Achenbach’s highly modern manufacturing machinery and
spacious assembly shops, almost
finished assembled rolling mills can
be delivered, which have been subject to comprehensive functional
tests before delivery. Moreover, foil

slitting machines are commissioned
with customer’s material in the
Achenbach workshops, if desired.
The benefits are evident: troublefree and quick on-site assembly and
commissioning.

Micro-filtration system for ultra-thin stainless steel strips
The aspiration to achieve best surface qualities during rolling extremely
thin stainless steel band induced
STAL, Shanghai, China, to purchase
a new Achenbach SUPERSTACK® II
micro-filtration system. In combination with the customized Achenbach
CelluMix® filter aid, the Superstack
filter guarantees highest rolling oil
qualities. The cloud based Achenbach OPTILInK® platform facilitates
efficient maintenance and repair and
in motion - June 2018

is recommended to optimize the filter operation.

Trade shows
ALUMINIUM CHINA 2018
Shanghai, 11th-13th July
SNIEC Shanghai
Hall 1 / Booth C22
Primarily Achenbach Asia Pacific
(AAP) is the host company. Specialists from Germany and China inform
on innovative developments in the
fields of rolling mill and foil slitting
machinery as well as especially on
service topics such as software upgrades and spare parts service.
ALUMINIUM 2018
Düsseldorf,
09th-11th October
Messe Düsseldorf
Hall 13 / Booth M15
You are invited to a multifarious program of presentations: Achenbach
OPTIMILL® 6-high technology •
Achenbach OPTILInK® cloud based
platform: new analysis tools • 3D
movement simulations with practical demonstration • rolling on the
simulator • Presentation of technical
features and their developments in
the fields of rolling mill and foil slitting machinery and rolling mill automation.

Save the date
09th October, all-day:
 Do you like chocolate? What do
Achenbach and chocolate have in
common?

10th October, 4 p.m.:
 Get together at Achenbach with
food and drinks and lyric saxophone.

Foil production expansion of aluminium rolled and
slitting products
Having purchased the entire product
range of highly modern Achenbach
OPTIMILL®, OPTIFOIL® and OPTIPURE® machines, ASAS Alüminyum
in Istanbul, Turkey, is now operating
a top class production plant to produce rolled and slitted foil products.

ASAS is one of the first customers
to operate their production plant
cloud-based with Achenbach OPTILInK® for digital system networking.

Modernization of a non-reversing 4-high strip rolling mill
The comprehensive modernization at
Rusal Sayanal in Sayanogorsk, Russia, comprises the installation of the
following new components: new exit
device, UniFlat flatness measuring
roll, UniSpray rolling oil distribution,
strip centering device, strip trimming
device as well as a completely new
electric equipment for control and
drives. Significantly increased rolling
speeds and essentially narrower tolerances are the result.

Foil rolling mill for 4.5 µm thin aluminium foils
Two new Achenbach OPTIMILL® foil
rolling mills including the Achenbach
OPTIROLL® automation system plus
two Achenbach OPTIFOIL® separators are producing 4.5 µm thin alu-

Cloud based
spare parts catalogue

minium foil for electronic applications to the entire satisfaction of the
customer Yunnan Aluminium Foil,
Kunming, China.

Achenbach OPTILInK® is developing
the linking up of an online spare parts
catalogue. Here, the maintenance
staff sees the requested components
in a virtual view and can do both,
initialize the spare part supply and
find out about its specific installation.
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On the road to success: Achenbach-SES
Recently Achenbach-SES has received the order placement for Reynolds Consumer Products in Louisville KY, USA: The huge and technically demanding Achenbach OPTIFOIL® separator for the highly efficient production of household foils
is to enter production right this year.

3D movement simulation
for virtual
commissioning
This new innovation specifically
supports the engineering of customized machinery especially for
challenging modernization projects:
In the sense of a virtual commissioning of tailored solutions the desired
success can be checked in advance.

www.achenbach-ses.com

New Achenbach subsidiary:
Achenbach Controls GmbH
For Achenbach, leadership in technology and quality means in concrete
terms to develop, produce and to fur-

ther develop central technical features. Among other things this is the
background for the new subsidiary
Achenbach Controls GmbH by which
we further increased our companyinternal added value by highly available PLC systems for process control,
process visualization and control
systems - to the benefit of the
Achenbach customers and operators
of rolling mill and slitting machinery.
www.achenbach-controls.com

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Materialkunde (DGM) at
Achenbach
Highly qualified technologists of
both, rolling mill building and rolling mill operating companies as
well as scientists of various tech-

nical universities met at Achenbach for a symposium on ‘rolling’
with a wide range of technical lectures.

Service on site:
Achenbach Asia Pacific
After twelve years of trouble-free
running of the first Achenbach SFC
flatness measuring roll in the steel
work Handan Steel # 1, Handan
Steel in Handan, China, has now
invested in an Achenbach UniFlat
measuring roll of the latest generation. Its installation including an
operator training unit took place
with the support of AAP. Handan
Steel is very satisfied with the
increased performance of its steel
rolling mill.

Achenbach Family and Friends: Mummy and Daddy talk to Santa
Meanwhile their children had a great day at the Achenbach Ernst-Barten-Saal: jumping on the bouncy castle,
writing a wish list for Santa, doing handicrafts, playing, romping – and everybody wants to come back next year.
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